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ALM
ALM has been a Multipub client since 1991. Over the course
of our partnership, they have embraced the changing landscape of publishing and transformed their product line. Currently, their products include combinations of subscriptions,
books, bundles, consulting services and more. All of which
can be purchased by day, month, year or as one-off sales.
With Multipub, ALM is able to utilize a unified database
to manage the fulfillment and accounting of their various
product lines. And, as they have grown through acquisition,
we have converted new products into our platform, enabling
them to use one system to recognize revenue and meet their
extensive accounting requirements.

American Recycler
Before converting to Multipub, American Recycler was using
a CRM platform as their subscription management system. It
didn’t have the capability to generate issue labels, invoices or
renewal notices. They were looking for one integrated system
that would allow them to manage their advertisers and sales
prospects, as well as subscribers, in one system.
Multipub enables American Recycler to store both advertisers and subscribers in one system. The CRM module provides
everything they need to manage their correspondence with
advertisers. In addition, the subscription components of
Multipub provide them with a much more effective way to
manage fulfillment, invoices and renewals.

Business Valuation Resources
Business Valuation Resources (BVR) was looking for a stateof-the art system to help them run key business activities.
They wanted a single source to provide accurate accounting,
shipping and reporting data.
Our platform has helped BVR stay attuned to what’s happening with their business by providing the comprehensive
accounting data they need. Over the years, we’ve been able
to grow together, because of our platform’s potential to integrate with other systems.

Center for Inquiry
In 1994, the Center for Inquiry was looking for a subscription
management platform. At the time, they needed a single
system that could manage multiple magazines and produce
invoices and renewals.
Multipub delivered on both counts, and we have continued
to grow and evolve with their business. Lke many publishers,
they now use our system to manage web products. We have
also partnered to build a database specific to each of their
target markets. Having the capability to see an individual
subscriber’s interests is an integral part of their customer
service and sales strategy.

Columbia Books
A long-time customer of Multipub was using a large database
with extensive customizations. When they were acquired by
Columbia Books & Information Services (CBIS), their set-up
was evaluated. They realized their system could be streamlined.
Forging a new partnership with CBIS, we began the project
by helping to clean the data and manage the complex rate
codes. Enhancements were also made to our API’s to unify
data from external sources into one platform. Additionally,
CBIS was able to convert its controlled magazine title into
Multipub. This integration allowed them to keep their existing systems and save money.

Natural Gas Intelligence
Before choosing Multipub, Natural Gas Intelligence (NGI)
was using a system that made subscription management
time-consuming. To manage their titles, they had to separately log into each publication.
Now, our subscriber-centric platform allows them to view
multiple titles and valuable engagement data from a single
customer record. NGI also links their site and email to our
platform to gain a complete understanding of what is of
interest to their clients.

Fastline Publications
Fastline Media Group uses a combination of paid and controlled subscriptions and wanted a system that could manage both, along with their rotated circulation. Fastline also
collects a massive amount of data from their audience and
needed a platform that would support the extensive demographics they use for list selects and advertisers.
Multipub manages Fastline Media Group’s combination of
paid and controlled titles and their rotated circulation. A
customer since 1994, they track an unlimited number of demographics with our system. By connecting Multipub to their
site via API’s, they can attract advertisers with audience data
gleaned from targeted, online collection forms.

Inside Mortgage Finanace
Inside Mortgage Finance (IMF) was looking for a fulfillment
system that made entering multiple products for a single customer and transaction simple. Their current platform required
separate logins for every product. They were looking for a
solution that provided reliable earned and deferred income
reporting, along with great customer service.
The Multipub platform allows users to access multiple products, both one-off and subscription, on a single customer
record. With the robust accounting system, transactions can
be applied to individual orders, making reconciling, balancing and performing audits more efficient.

Liverpool University Press
Liverpool University Press was searching for a subscription
management platform that would allow them to bring
journal management in-house. They wanted to cut costs,
gain more transparency into their database, and collect a
wide range of demographics. Based in the United Kingdom,
they also needed to track ACH debits and integrate with their
online journal content host.
With Multipub, Liverpool University Press is now able to manage their journals in-house. They can gather and run reports
on important demographics, like customer types, subtypes
and rate codes. We also recently launched an integration with
their new content host. Blended seamlessly with Multipub,
these tools help maximize efficiency for their team.

National Catholic Reporter
National Catholic Reporter was looking for a platform that
specialized in circulation management. Their software didn’t
supply them with the data or capabilities needed. They wanted to access reports unique to their subscription-based model and needed a partner who could manage the conversion.
Now, they have the ability to efficiently manage their circulation efforts. They can issue reports displaying new versus
renewal orders and handle fulfillment. They can even access
vital demographic data and have the capability to sort their
audience, targeting communications.

Oakstone Publishing
Oakstone operated two distinct and very different business
units. They offered medical education and corporate wellness
programs. Before working with us, they needed two separate
systems to manage all their programs. They were searching
for a solution that could support both in one place.
Multipub allows them to manage all products in one platform. Since switching to our system, their product line now
reaches three separate business units. Multipub handles
the complexities of each, while connecting directly to their
website. This consolidation reduced costs and simplified
operations.

Penny Publications
Penny Publications needed a system that could handle both
subscriptions and one-off products. They also were looking
for a platform that could integrate with outside vendors and
their in-house payment processing and transmission system.
Our platform allows them to access product information for
both subscription and one-off products on a single customer screen. It also integrates with mailing houses, NCOA list
cleaners, online credit card processors and has an Import
Transactions Module to collect order data from outside
sources.

Relias Media
Relias Media’s website was not integrated with Multipub,
making daily processes inefficient and cumbersome. Online
orders had to be pulled manually each night, access to online
content could be delayed up to three days after an order was
received, and customers were often asked to login to two
websites with separate usernames and passwords for each.
Now, Relias Media’s website is connected directly to Multipub. Orders entered on their website are logged automatically into our platform, increasing efficiency and accuracy.

The St. Louis/Southern Illinois Labor
Tribune
Subscription management was a challenge for the St. Louis/
Southern Illinois Labor Tribune. Their paper is mailed to the
homes of 55,000 union member subscribers, but paid for
centrally by 60 different local labor unions. Although the
paper is published weekly, not all subscribers take the paper
every week. Getting their paper in the mailboxes of the right
subscribers on the appropriate week is no easy task.
To offer the complexity needed, we designed a custom
solution that generates union invoices based on the number
of copies delivered to members of each union. It also allows
unions to manage their member subscribers by submitting
lists that are then uploaded into Multipub.

University of Hawaii Press
The University of Hawaii Press (UHP) was looking for a solution that could handle several types of products, including
subscriptions. Prior to Multipub, UHP was using two separate
systems for subscription management and inventory management. They also needed a platform that would meet their
rigorous financial reporting requirements.
Multipub is able to meet their financial requirements and
handle inventory management with one system. It provides
UHP with the flexibility to run a suite of financial reports and
query data, integrates the inventory management process,
and allows them to track their promotional efforts.

Wayne State University Press
The Wayne State University Press journals program had doubled in size, and they needed a subscription management
system that could handle journals and the complex accounting that comes with them.
To ensure the conversion from their current system went
well, we did the set-up consulting and training on-site. This
strategy meant the typical project timeframe was shortened
by weeks. Now, with our audience management platform,
Wayne State University Press is able to manage renewals,
defer revenue and invoice all their journal products in one
place.

